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Wordpress templates 2020 free

If you're only looking for the best free WordPress topics on the market for 2020, then you're in the right place. We have more than 50+ such themes for you right here! Three list covers a lot of space. Here's what you'll find below: niche themes, multifunctional themes, business themes, minimal themes,
free WordPress themes built with Bootstrap, responsive themes (optimized for mobile and desktop computers), themes for page builders such as Elementor. Not to mention everyone's free to download. If you want to make a design change this year, or just want some recommendations in that direction,
you're going to enjoy it a lot. Here is the full list of the best free WordPress topics available. * This message contains partner links, which means that if you click on one of the product links and then purchase the product, we will receive a small payment. However, do not pay the standard amount so that
there is no cost on your part. View comments or start the conversation in our Facebook group for WordPress experts. Find answers, share tips, and get help from other WordPress experts. Join now (it's free)! Enjoy the most free and powerful WordPress services available on the market today. With these,
you can set up any site your heart wants quickly and easily. WordPress is by far the most preferred CMS platform on the Internet. Due to the popularity and development of WordPress CMS, topics made specifically for sites operated by WordPress have also gained considerable fame in the market. Users
love WordPress themes because it hurts to set up and is best to create a website like Blog, Personal, Company and Portfolio Sites. However, quality free WordPress themes are not easy to find; That's why I decided to pick up some of wordpress's best topics for free at hand. Most of these topics include
amazing features that have certainly blown your mind. Therefore, here is the list of the best free WordPress topics that you can use for your next project. The best free WordPress theme (and premium alternatives)Svelte (most popular)Svelte is an amazing free theme for WordPress sites, and it can
greatly improve the web development process. This product is both practical and beautiful, manages to combine high functionality with stunning graphics. Of course, its design will be compatible with Android, iOS and Windows phones, tablets, laptops, and desktops. It also supports high-resolution retini
screens, allowing you to enjoy crisp graphics, crisp text and groundbreaking vector icons. Despite its niche appeal, the product remains open to all areas of activity. Your website will be compatible with prolific WordPress plugins such as Contact Form 7, Google Analytics, Yoast SEO, and Gravity
Forms.Online Marchendiz can be a regular source of income, for those who choose to create personal stores using WooCommerce. There is no need for coding or special knowledge, as the process is quite intuitive. For more information The basic features of this theme, be sure to read the informative
documentation file. It promises to go over the most challenging aspects of site ownership. For a more practical tutorial, a live demo is available. The trained support team is waiting, waiting to solve their client's problems. More info / Download DemoSince Shapely is the most popular free topic ever and we
have also created a short video on how to install, play and import demo content. We hope you find it useful. Divi is the most popular WordPress issue ever released. Unfortunately, it's not free, but it's so much better than anything else you can find available what makes it worth the price. This highly flexible
alternative is suitable for any idea you can think of. There's no such thing as impossible when it comes to Deeby. An endless collection of layouts and page features are available for you to mix and match. However, a step towards successful creation of a professional and first-class site with confidence, as
this is something that Divi promises. More Info / Download DemoJevelin (Premium) Jevelin is a powerful multifunctional WordPress theme with 100% responsive and browser-compatible layout. This is an impressive site fabric which you can employ for a huge amount of different projects and intentions.
There's no need to stop yourself, be as creative as you want and turn Jevelin into your dream site. With all the prepared content and an extensive collection of features, it will be a breeze setting up the online space you want. There are over 20 demonstrations to choose from, all optimized for speed,
search engines and impressive performance. Jevelin is combined with a practical drag-and-drop WPBakery page builder which simplifies the editing process. You don't need to change the code anymore; You simply drag and drop objects and make further improvements visually. But this is just the
beginning of the extraordinary issue that Jablin is. More info / Download DemoWebify (Premium) If you're looking for a versatile and very great WordPress theme, it's worth taking a peek at Webify. Once you start exploring this tool in great detail, everything else becomes history. In other words, knowing
that Webify works with almost every idea you have, you know you'll want to use it right away. With twenty predefined examples of a drag-and-drop page build technique, you can quickly find the ideal Web solution for your project. Businesses, agencies, bloggers, freelancers, job seekers, online
shopkeepers, all of you are welcome to enjoy additional Webify.Goodies including tons of internal sections, predefined headers and footers and a massive library of ready-made blocks, modules and short codes. With Webify, anyone can forge an amazing internet space that will continue their project to
new heights. More info / Download DemoSalient (Premium) Standout is another influential wordpress concept topic with a huge theme Out of 250 and counting predefined templates. In short, Salient has something for everyone regardless of the picky taste you have. In addition, you can always change
and improve your default web design and make it comply with your rules and regulations for T. Whether you plan to build a blog, a business website, an online store, a portfolio, you want, with Salient, you can make them all and some of them. There is no proper or improper use of Salient; Actually, it's
always true. More good products come in the form of hundreds of short codes, unlimited color options, lightning fast charging speed, full screen lines, different heading styles and nine handbag layouts to aromatate some. Bolt works flawlessly on handheld and desktop devices, adapting to any web
browser instantly and shaking up the online world with excellent search engine optimization. More info / Download DemoIlldy (Trending) Illdy is an incredibly creative and flexible wordpress site theme that has been carefully and meticulously designed and opened over time to be the ultimate and most
comprehensive free WordPress kit available completely free of charge. Armed with powerful WordPress Live customization and a variety of configurable widgets and retically ready icons and shortcodes, on multiple and varied layouts and template pages, Illdy is fully prepared to design sophisticated,
modern websites of any kind and with all kinds of deep features, right out of the box, without writing a single line of code. Based on powerful and innovative Bootstrap encoding, Illdy is a natural fit on all known devices, browsers, platforms and screen sizes or directions, so your Illdy websites always look
their sharp, no matter where they are viewed from. The possibilities are endless, with Illdy's Contact Form 7 support form, SEO Yoast! An amazing plug-in and technology integration of the NextGEN Gallery; All you have to do is add content, sit back and enjoy! More Info / Download DemoTycheTyche is a
special topic shopping and clothing WordPress. It has tons of great enhanced qualities and is well documented. It has a sales-driven design with an ad banner and offers a shopping cart. Free shipping and a subscription account are also available. Tyche is compatible with the amazing WooCommerce
plugin. It defines its design in smart thought sections like Morva, Most Wanted, Trends and more. You'll get it with a simple, smooth color and clean code design. Let's get this very customizable topic and respond immediately! Come get Tych! More info / Download DemoAllegiantAllegiant is a modern and
technological innovation, free WordPress theme that responds greatly for multiple intentions. It's a powerful platform for seamless creation of fascinating and talented websites spanning a huge expansive range of diverse interests and applications, including a wide set of tools offered completely free of
charge to empower webmasters from Areas of life to easily and efficiently set up and customize their own websites. Businesses love Allegiant because it has many ideal resources to accelerate the development of business websites, such as built-in team member functionality that allows you to showcase
your organization's human talent to your audience in a leaky, elegant presentation, or in fully prepared functional portfolios waiting for high-resolution imaginings, seductive products, or impressive professional achievements to showcase them to the world at large. Including full control over your layouts at
every level, Allegiant makes it simple for webmasters with no prior coding experience to effortlessly fine-tune their side removals, rearrange their titles and even customize their custom plugin post types with absolute ease. Built on Bootstrap, Allegiant responds natively and is compatible with crossover
devices around the world. Try Allegiant now! More info / Download DemoPixova LitePixova Lite is an amazing one-page WordPress theme. It's a cunning tool for freelancers or artists who want to promote personal services. You will find quality ready retical tons of colors mix. Pixova Lite intends to create
great workspaces for web developers. It uses classic elegant simplicity. Widgets and several menu areas are also available. Pixova Lite is a versatile theme designed for any type of web page with a direction for simplicity. It also provides the most important tools for business sites. You will get it integrated
with WooCommerce to build stores. Pixova Lite comes with options to set widgets, change sections and view and add icons. Changes are made in real time with a handy page builder. You will have unlimited Google fonts and powerful icons to play and choose from! Pixova Lite is fast and responsive to all
browsers. It comes with a one-click import installation that makes setting up aspects easier. Texts can be easily translated with WPML! Can you believe all this and then some is free? It even provides full documentation and a highly committed custom support team! If you still need more than that, just wait
and see its supportive version! Download Pixova Lite now! More Info/ Download Demo XNewspaper X is a free WordPress theme dedicated to magazines, available for download. It is based in Bootstrap and is built to be manageable through WordPress Customization. It also features an amazing
advertising poster to add advertising. Newspaper X comes with 4 categories separated by networks. These are: editorial, events, the latest news and the news of the world. Go through posts using its intuitive search bar. This is an issue for any high- or low-scale communication purpose. You will also find
amazing pages for blogs and the upsurging with social media buttons, too! Have fun with this just amazing theme! Try newspaper X! More info / Download DemoAntreasAntreas is a simple and easy to use business free WordPress theme website. This theme is yours An ally in creating successful online
business ventures. Whether your projects are large or small, time-tested, or brand new, Antreas has what you need. Ideal for users with no previous coding experience, Antreas is intuitive. WP ready plugin, Antreas allows you to combine all kinds of interesting content into the sides. You can add any
plugin in minutes and enjoy additional functionality and styling options. Powerful tools and short codes are understood to make your life easier. View your business with a thin presentation. Go to details with your pricing plans without the need for third-party plug-ins. Let your customers know where to find
you using the Google Maps API integration. Play with layout and animation options and bring your website back to life. Antares is the smartest way to do business today. Try Entres now! More info / Download DemoBlaskan Blaskan is a free WordPress topic specializing in blogs. It has a feminine touch, as
it tends to lifestyle and subjects go-outs, which most women prefer. It has 8 categories for post and last section too! Blaskan is based in Bootstrap and comes with a clean, minimalist concept. It also uses a lot of white and pictures to stand out. You will find a section of author to get readers by the
information of writers, and 3 columns for boxed design posts. A demonstration and tons of documentation are also available. This completely free download topic will only make you fall in love with it. Try it now! Try Blasken! More info / Download DemoActivelloActivello is a clean, minimal and very versatile
WordPress blog topic. It is well suited to food, fashion, personal, travel, photography and many other blog sites and magazines. This theme is also built using the Frontend Bootstrap frame, making it fully responsive and mobile-friendly. It also includes a large full-width slider to display your content with a
style. This theme comes with multiple options available through WordPress Topic Live Customization. The Activello theme also supports all of WordPress's most popular free and premium plugins such as Contact Form 7, Gravity Forms, Yoast SEO, W3 Total Cache, Jetpack, WP-Rocket and many more.
This theme is also ready for an e-seller thanks to WooCommerce's built-in support. More info / Download DemoParklingThis site sparkles with sophistication with a sparkling free WordPress theme. Sparkling looks stunning on all mobile devices due to its sharp liquid layout design. This WordPress theme
also includes stacks of great features that can be found on Premium WordPress topics. It boasts its full-screen slider that allows you to place more emphasis on your great photos and other creative content. It also supports powerful plugins such as Contact Form 7, Gravity Shapes, Yoast SEO, W3 Total
Cache and many more. Sparkle is a mixture of beauty and efficiency. More info / Download DemoMager LiteNewsMaglit is the perfect topic for webmasters looking for a permanent solution to their online magazine needs, Of a niche or a market. To ensure this, NewsMag Lite was built with plenty of
amazing niche demo site templates suitable for almost every online magazine niche market imaginable, right out of the box. Each of these demo sites can be completely visually customized at your leisure using premium integrated features, making you the master and commander of your magazine's look
and feel every step of the way. With NewsMag Lite, you get unlimited indicators and carousels to showcase your best content or selected articles in an attractive, seductive presentation, Unlimited Google fonts, premium SEO settings built right into the subject, custom logos, out-of-the-box translation
readiness, full WooCommerce support and much more under the hood. Extensively documented, webmasters from any background can also easily use any feature within NewsMag Lite. Most importantly, NewsMag Lite offers all these powerful features for free! NewsMag Lite is the sweetest deal online!
Download it today! More Info/ Download DemoMedZoneMedZone is an amazing topic related to medically free WordPress. It focuses on clinics and medical institutions, and is also suitable for dentists. It's a top quality macho-james product! MedZone comes up with a sober and professional idea made to
introduce an organization. It has staff pages, online stores and recent posts sections. You'll get a very simple menu with a blog and layout. He also has a visible side. MedZone mixes treatment of real-life patients with a technological approach. There is a great ambulance and emergency call system at
your disposal. You will even find special quick access icons for the most important services you give. MedZone is made with amazing Google fonts for typography and it's retina ready. It also gives you a responsive layout that can be adapted to all types of screen sizes. You can also set up unlimited
content pages and set up intuitive meeting systems, too! Customers get to sign in with their account. MedZone is WooCommerce and WPML ready! Translating texts for all possible patients and setting up stores is easy to do with these two. Free regular updates and support are also provided. Get it now
and get yourself into the century XXI way to go! Get MedZone! More info / Download DemoSand Ascendant is a multifunctional WordPress theme. Build any type of page from long-established blogs to small businesses. It'll just adapt to what you want. Ascendant also comes with different versions so
you'll have to try, (free, pro, and subsic). It has a mobile-friendly design, responsive layout throughout. Run with the header, header, and multiple sidebars. If you are a business manager, its WooCommerce compatibility is perfect for you! You can get help set up with its powerful shortcodes and add a lot
of cool menu options. Aliyah is the perfect choice for you to get a quick smooth start. Use Ascendant now! More info / Download demo In love with affluent lovers Its elegant and seamless visual styling conveys the serious and reliable nature of their brand in an efficient and memorable way that attracts
more customers and businesses your way overnight. Affluent combines sophisticated portfolio layouts and settings that you can fine-tune and tinker with to showcase your best work to the world at large just as you dreamed of. Affluent is also the perfect vehicle to market your products and services
directly to a massive online audience, with powerful commercial capabilities powered by the industry-standard WooCommerce e-commerce plug-in suite, which underpins the fully functional online store templates box that you can seamlessly deploy with one click, waiting for only your product catalog to go
live and make some sales. Up to your business game and attract some new customers overnight, with the affluent! Look affluent today! More info/ Download DemoDazzlingDazzling is an amazing free WordPress theme based on Bootstrap, which prides itself on its unmatched response and mobile
friendism. The theme comes with an optional full-screen indicator that can be very entertained in building impressive business or creative websites. If you like flat design with mint green accent colors, then you should really check it out! Furthermore, dazzling includes additional optimization for a number of
popular plugins WordPress SEO, Jetpack, Contact Form 7 and more. More info / Download DemoTravelifyTravelify is a free topic that generously provides premium functionality and excellent support. It's a sleek, trendy and responsive topic for WordPress travel that can take on premium first-class
WordPress topics. This theme is also bristles with perfect pixel design, amazing pus slider, custom page and blog templates and lots of other great features. It also includes countless theme options to change different aspects of a theme. The best thing about this topic is that you can use it free of charge
for your personal travel blog or the company's website. More info / Download DemoUnite is a clean and stylish free WordPress theme that comes with a fully responsive flat design. It is created using the latest Bootstrap and is designed to provide a minimalist and user-friendly framework for your site. With
Unite, you can easily customize certain aspects of your theme, such as footer, navigation menu, and fonts. This elegant theme isn't just suitable for wedding/blogging sites, but can also look wonderful on other creative sites that give more emphasis on photos. More Information / Download
DemoBrillianceBrilliance is a bright and intuitive platform for creating the most engaging, dynamic and efficient websites designed primarily for professional and busy applications, with many commercial and professional success capabilities built directly into this powerful topic. Sleek for being a theme
specializing in maximum conversion rates, glossy is the perfect vehicle for plenty of End applications. From online commerce to digital marketing efforts or partners, genius has covered you. Brilliant and lightweight and fast charging, also performs well under pressure and peak cases of traffic usage, while
extensive IMPROVEMENTS seo make brilliant rapidly rise all relevant search lines, becoming higher traffic, higher conversions and ultimately, more revenue in your way. Businesses of all kinds can benefit from Brilliance's WooCommerce integrated support, which will turn off its online store template
pages and sophisticated commercial capabilities, including shopping carts, product catalogs and payment methods, without any additional coding required. Whatever the business or industry, Brilliance's short codes and smart layouts will allow you to increase your conversions in no time at all. Look at the
genius today, and look at the light! More Info/ Download DemoGetwid BaseGetwid Base is a free WordPress theme in the Gutenberg era that is fully built on multiple blocks and their rich settings. A new visual editing experience creates convenient conditions for adding your personal changes and makes
the theme fully customized. Default Gutenberg blocks are triggered by a custom block package called Getwid. With the latest tool, you get 40+ unique blocks with advanced formatting options over the pre-built template library. After such rich functionality, the Getwid base remains very easy and does not
slow down the website. Besides playing with blocks, you can quickly download demo content with a one-click demo import feature, change the default colors, set your own color palette, customize footer, and play with widget areas. Create bright pages and interesting blogs with post metadata visually with
Getwid Base. More Info / Download DemoTranscendTranscend is a flexible and incredibly responsive premium business website topic. This is a talented and resourceful issue, with its goal is to speed up the process of building the site across the board and is specifically tailored to the needs of business
users. With honed capabilities for seamless introduction of business to the general public, Transcend will help you create an online presence for your brand or your products and apps with ease and furniture. Amazing multimedia management is also provided by modern, innovative HTML5 encoding which
powers embedded video and beautiful image galleries, while flexible CSS3 makes for dynamic indicators, transitions and animations. Keeping your website organized and cutting clean is easy, thanks to Transcend's AJAX technology, which gives you the ability to dynamically categorize and tag your
content, making feature-based or category-based sliders much easier and much more under the hood. The canal is also ideal for marketing your products or services directly from your site to a massive online audience, combining commercial features powered by the WooCommerce e-commerce plug-in
suite Outperter the natural salesperson and furnish your users with shopping carts, product details pages, functional checkout pages and more. Try to ascend today! More info / Download DemoNeve Neve is a versatile, clean, purposeless WordPress theme. If you're looking to sort out your online
presence with a minimalist website quickly, you might want to explore Neve further. It is a tool of many great features and functions for a fast end product that will appear professional and modern. Also, when working with Naveh, there is no need for experience through building sites and whatnot. Neve is
for every user, whether beginner or expert. The tool tracks fast loading, SEO and all other trends of the current Internet for excellent performance. It's also in tune with all the popular drag-and-drop page builders, so you know tweaks and improvements will be effortless. Start online with a bang and view



your business or project in the best possible light. More info/ Download DemoGo that always goes to time when it comes to the resourceful Go theme. This impressive alternative works with many intentions outside the box, but you can also design it further. Although you don't spend a penny working with
Go, the result will be excellent and fascinating. Go ensures great performance across all your favorite devices and web browsers. Simplistic layout offers you to view all content beautifully to the end user and capture your curiosity with confidence. Other Go features include customizable colors and gifs,
different header and footer styles, RTL support, and menu social links. You also get access to the team of experts in case you have any more questions before you fully dive in a little first, you can also take a peek at many different versions of possible sites with GO. More info/ Download DemoSydney
Sydney comes with all the needs for a business to start online with an A-level website. never aim for a lover. With Sydney, you can start immediately as the tool is just a click away, available for you to put it to play with all its perks and favors. What's cool about Sydney is the fact that it's fully with
Elementor's drag-and-drop page builder. This option immediately opens additional options to adjust the default formatting to your liking. Great theme options, Google Fonts, parallax effect, slider, static image title, social integration and more, all that's what comes with Sydney. Not to mention, you can also
translate the free WordPress theme into any language you want. Take over and make a change immediately. More info / Download DemoPhotoFocus If someone out there needs to create an impact photography site, PhotoFocus is one hell of a free WordPress theme that makes magic happen. It comes
with a dark full-screen design that creates a strong and lasting first impression. Pair this with your masterpieces and other compelling content and you will immediately upload the To level 11. Any styling and other work you plan to do with PhotoFocus will be a bit of a breeze. That is, there is no if, no but,
not perhaps – anyone can experience creating a successful page with PhotoFocus.Although there are some limitations to the free version of PhotoFocus, the final product will be no less spectacular. Amateur and professional photographers, you're all welcome to shine online with a knocking site, thanks to
an easy-to-use and powerful photofocus. More info / Download DemoAubergeAuberge is an impressive free WordPress theme. It has a rating of 5 out of 5 stars, and has been downloaded over 3,0000 times. This popularity proves its tremendous quality and benefit. With this product, your content can be
easily displayed on a high-resolution retit display. Websites are usually plagued by resizing and compatibility issues, severely crippling their potential. Fortunately, Auberge is built around the first mobile design philosophy, ensuring that mobile users get to enjoy the same amazing experience as PC users.
It also works great with tablets, laptops, desktops and smartphones. This topic is very flexible and able to fill any niche of a website. However, it is adapted to the pages of cafes and restaurants in particular. Building the page is not difficult at all, given that Auberge supports the Bieber Page Builder plugin.
Both experienced programmers and newcomers alike can build their own website. In terms of aesthetic customization, you can choose from an unlimited color palette. It ensures that your site will always fit your vision. This theme can also work with all major browsers, further expanding your possible
follower base. If you're the type of user who prefers a more practical approach, be sure to check the demo available on the theme's website. More info / Download DemoAwakenAwaken is an impressive WordPress theme, with 4 out of 5 start rating, over 34,000 downloads. Its design serves those with
refined taste, proving that a minimalist approach is better. The hotel features an impressive magazine layout featuring two important widget areas. In addition, the theme combines three separate widgets into the post, allowing customers to view their content in different ways. The layout of awakening is
built using the boot frame. It also responds fully, ensuring uninterrupted access to mobile users. It not only enhances the experience of your visitors, but it can also help with page management. You can also update content, manage Pages, and read posts without using a cumbersome COMPUTER. As
long as you have access to a tablet or mobile phone, you can manage your website. Widgets for both YouTube and social media are also supported. Other notable features include a cool embossed slider and a theme options panel. You can also incorporate advertisements into your website, an add-in
that's about to increase your bottom line. If you want to check for awakening, be sure Demo of the subject. More Information / Download DemoEsteemEsteem is a simple and easy to use website template that you can use for blogging or portfolio viewing. You can set this theme in a boxed or wide layout.
It also offers users unlimited theme color options to help them change the look of their website and set their brand apart from competition. This theme includes 2 custom templates: the first is custom-built to display your content or products, while the second is created as your contact page. The kit also
supports a custom logo and the site title to complete your theme's color scheme changes. By taking advantage of its custom logo and title, you can attract the attention of your target audience and establish brand recognition. This theme includes a fully customizable title image that notifies you to view
content or images that can increase user engagement on your Web site. The kit supports a custom WordPress background feature and a custom CSS. It has a full-screen indicator right on the home page of your website. This theme also offers 3 different blog options, 5 custom widgets, and a ready-made
Contact 7 form. She also implemented breadcrumb trail, an alternative navigation kit that hierarchically arranges your website. This theme is ready for translation, perfect for individuals, agencies or businesses focused on the local market. Finally, they offer brilliant support to help their users build and
manage their website. More info / Download DemoGutenix Take your chance and grab all the amazing options and tools, which you get with gutenix free WordPress theme. Looking for the best theme, compatible with modern web page builders? Gutnicks is made for Gutenberg, Elementor and Brizzi!
Choose the one that works for you and create a website using a built-in live preview customization supervisor. You can choose the font family between these 650+, work with the style and weight characteristics, and choose one of 8 neat heading styles. The theme is fully responsive and retically ready. In
addition, Gutenix is 100% compatible with the official WooCommerce plugin. You can just install it as well as a bunch of other extra add-ons. More Info / DownloadAmpleAmple is a multifunctional free WordPress theme developed to help you get an eye-catching and professional-looking website. It's rich
in feature and includes tons of customization options to help you build the site you want. Customize and make your website easier to remember by adding logo and header text to your website, with the theme's amazing logo and text options. This free theme also offers users a primary color option, which
you can use to change the theme color scheme to suit your site design, as well as online branding needs. A large theme comes with an amazing slider that helps you elegantly view your website with stunning slide effects and transitions. It includes 4 custom widgets to give you access Template. Ample
has 2 custom menus, one in the header and the other in the header. It also supports the custom WordPress background feature that you can take advantage of if you choose to use the boxed layout option. Instead, it comes with a custom CSS to help you change the look and design of your website. This
theme is also ready to be translated; Just create language files and use it in your language. In case you're having technical problems installing your website, just leave your leads in their support forum. More Info/ Download DemoAccelerateAccelerate is a super attractive and flexible topic created with a
premium look that you can use for free. This theme is well designed to make your content in-place and send a clear message to your target audience. It is suitable for portfolio, business, blog, personal, travel, companies, business services or any other type of site. This theme includes a flexible and
flexible layout that allows you to create a company portfolio or website, where you can view your previous jobs or view your products. It also has a flat, direct design that blends perfectly with any type of content you want to post on your site. Furthermore, this fully responsive theme ensures that your
website runs seamlessly across different types of mobile devices, and is ready to give your audience an optimal viewing experience. The acceleration also comes with an extensive homepage indicator where you can place eye-catching featured images that will certainly attract the attention of your visitors.
This theme also supports multiple post templates, which means you can view different types of content such as photos, videos, quotes, links, audio, and short clips called sideways to your site. Manage the overall look of your portfolio with its theme options pages. Customize the theme by changing the
custom title picture or setting the background picture or color representing your trade name. It also allows you to incorporate a contact form into your website to help you build a network and help your potential customers contact you directly. More info / Download DemoOnline Portfolio From Here The
Name, Online Bag is a free WordPress theme that helps you sort a modern and sophisticated web space for your creative ventures. Whether you're a designer, a programmer, a photographer, a freelancer, artists, you name it, an online portfolio is for everyone. Without having to open your wallet, you can
now bring to be a first class page that will take your potential to new heights. Remember, also you don't have to deal with writing code, like online portfolio sports editing codeless. An online portfolio runs seamlessly across all devices, smartphones, tablets, and desktops. It is also optimized for SEO and
speed, as well as compatible with modern web browsers and retical screens. Don't allow customization changes and improvements to customize your online portfolio Managing and maintaining an impressive page will be a breeze. More info/ Download Demo Digital Lite Agency for agencies, hell, even
freelancers, digital agency Lite is a free WordPress topic to consider. It has a very modern, creative and engaging web design that will set you up with an influential internet presence. Needless to say, in the age, we live in, you don't have to build websites from scratch anymore. In this case, you don't even
have to spend a dime to make it happen. With the powerful and practical Digital Agency Lite, you'll experience smooth execution of an impressive result. Lite Digital Agency rocks tons of features and functions that are very beneficial to you. From sticky navigation and a drop-down menu to tweigs,
animations, back to the top button, pricing plans, recommendations and skill, Digital Agency Lite sports everything and array more. Digital agency Lite also supports third-party ism for fast and efficient integration. More info / Download DemoExtension Extension is a flexible and highly functional free
WordPress theme that you can use to build all kinds of professional websites. Instead of starting from scratch, an extension brings to the table all sorts of amazing that will do you extra well. You can employ an extension for businesses, agencies, freelancers, even building a compelling blog – the options
are right at your fingertips. With an extension, you also don't need code to make changes and improvements to the default settings. Additionally, the add-on comes with five predefined heading styles to quickly find the right look for your project. It's 100% compatible with Page Gutenberg and Almentor
builders, responders, SEO-ready and browser-compatible cross-country. Google Integration, back to the top button, contact form and social media singalours are also part of the package for your convenience. More info / Download DemoVirtueThe Up theme loaded with amazing customization options for
your website. This simple yet stunning theme is built with clean HTML5 and CSS3. It also adopts a responsive framework from Bootstrap to help your website become fully responsive and mobile-friendly. It provides support for WooCommerce that is essential in building an online store. The flexible
framework of morality goes well with any kind of business, online store and portfolio. More info / Download DemoTracksTracks is a bold and beautiful free WordPress theme that comes with an unparalleled design. This theme uses panoramic images with a property to convey a unique visual effect to site
visitors. The home page displays recent posts and a brief description of all full-size and intermittently highlighted images down the page. If you're looking for a simple, easy-to-customize theme, tracks are the one for you. It also offers great built-in customization options to help you create a flash website.
You can upload an icon image, set the navigation menu, add a site title and label, and select a static master page. Finally, routes is 100% More Information / Download DemoMake is a responsive and retically ready topic suitable for building a company, agency, non-profit, freelancer or general business
site. This theme is built with Bootstrap technology and is well-coded. Easy to build and customize; You can change layout, formatting, colors directly from the back of the Web site. Make also comes with a powerful Shortcode generator that provides a convenient interface for creating pages. The theme
also includes many customization options that help you easily change the background, layout, fonts, colors, and logo of your site. Furthermore, Make integrates a functional page builder. This versatile free WordPress theme also supports cool books like Woo Commerce, Gravity Forms and Jetpack. More
Info/ Download Yamuna Demo is a free colorful and energetic WordPress theme with multi-concept access. In other words, you can use the site canvas for a variety of projects, such as blogs, online stores, portfolios, and business pages. Either way, Ymona will adapt to the cause with as little effort as
possible on your side. And if you dig the layout as it is, you can speed up the process of building the desired page even further. Besides, you can always go back and make further repairs when needed. Yamuna is compatible with Elementor Page Builder, WooCommerce, Contact Form 7 and also
supports all other modern WordPress plugins. Without necessary coding, you can hammer out a spectacular site that will surely turn heads. Yamuna helps you differentiate yourself from the masses, thanks to its creative and unique design. More info/ Download DemoIzabel making online stores becomes
children's stuff as soon as you get your hands on Isabel. This free WordPress theme is ready and ready to start your e-commerce business with a finger snap. Izabel offers a clean, minimal look to ensure a distraction-free shopping experience. Also, Izabel responds, instantly redesigning smartphones,
tablets and desktop computers. With Isabel, you can push furniture, apparel, accessories, bags, sunglasses, gadgets, well, any product you want. Other Izabel treats include portfolio, recommendations, hover effects, social icons and left or right side layout options. There's also a blog section that works
fine for announceding new drops, sharing your story, and marketing content. Get your online business going strong with Izabel and start accepting new orders on a regular basis. Your internet store is under your absolute control. More info / Download DemoMyself as the name suggests, I am a free
WordPress theme that fits online bags, personal pages and ups the best. With the modern layout, you can now showcase your talent, skills and experience in the best possible light. Even if your expertise has nothing to do with web development, I still allow you to create your dream page. Let an orderly,
professional page and attention push you forward and help you achieve more customers or potential Includes call-to-action buttons, recommendation indicator, slider, gallery, and social icons. There's also a working contact form so anyone interested in working with you can get in touch on the right from
the start. Change the default layout to suit your tastes and start adding your compelling content to myself's amazing theme. With myself, you're truer than ever. More info / Download demoDrift blog Are you a blogger in search to redesign your current page? On the other hand, you're interested in getting
involved instead of the blogs but you don't know where to start? For both, Drift Blog is the answer. This free WordPress theme provides a wonderful design that you will have a lot of fun using and sewing to your requirements. Of course, don't hesitate to hire a blog drift just the way it is. After all, the Drift
blog's web design is perfect for a wide specter of niches and themes. Daft Blog is also 100% ready for mobile devices, compatible with retical screens and in harmony with web browsers. It contains a sticky side option, footer widgets, a drop-down menu and a custom header image. You can customize
the icon and title and choose between two different styles of the apple and the page. More Info / Download DemoDi E-commerce Di E-commerce is a free WordPress topic which practices all modern web development trends. In other words, the site canvas responds, flexible, expandable, optimized for
search engines and high performance. It also has an intuitive interface that everyone can use. And no, you don't have to be a programmer to be able to create your own online store. With Di eCommerce, anyone can start their online business and start selling products online. Import the theme with one
click and start adjusting and editing the existing layout to meet the contents of your heart. In the large package of features, you will find title widgets, a sticky menu, a mini cart in the side bar, social profiles and a massive banner above the fold. Collect all your products, add it to Di eCommerce and let the
new page promote them online. Drive traffic to your e-commerce site and start banking. More info / Download Demomusic Journal with this versatile collection of best topics for free responds to WordPress, you can go on creating any kind of website. And if you're looking to dive into the music scene, by all
means, take advantage of the music diary. This free alternative is excellent for musicians and bands looking to expand their reach with an official website. Now you can set one up without sweating, even if you're busy touring. After all, nowadays, it really takes a little time to create a music site. The music
diary sorts out all the heavy lifting for you, so you're only focused on the last few touches. Practical theme options, featured slider, superhero content, recommendations, portfolio and blog are just a few of the highlights of a music diary. Start immediately, enjoy the beautiful dark look of the subject and
positively affect everyone. More Info / Download Agencies, businesses and start-ups, you're all welcome to take advantage of Bizart's power and flexibility. With its versatile approach, Bizart works for all kinds of intentions even by using it as it is. However, it's just bigging for all the fun you'll have with the
tool. First and foremost, you should know that working with Bizart is child's play – read without coding. Furthermore, it also contains all the features and functions you need to mix and match and has all set up as soon as possible. The design is also quite minimal to ensure a great experience across all
popular devices and browsing platforms. In the package, you will find a hero banner, recommendations, team section, Google Maps, contact form, custom widgets and more. There are already quite a few features in the free package, but there is also the option to go premium and open even more. More
Info / Download Demo Brooklyn Lite The Fantastice Incredibly Flexible Brooklyn Lite is a free WordPress theme that tracks all the trends and regulations of the modern internet. Of course, it has a responsive, browser-compatible cross-browser and retit-friendly layout. Along with sorting out all the technical
aspects, Brooklyn Light also rocks many large page layouts and other elements that will do you good. Instead of building a professional website from its infistation, just click the download button now and enjoy the quick redemption immediately. There are stacks of features that you can take to your overall
advantage and reach a result that will lift your potential. With an amazing and influential online presence, everyone will take you much more seriously. However, consider building one as quickly as possible if you still lack solid internet space. In short, you're only minutes away. More info/ Download
DemoDolpa If you're looking for something different when it comes to free responsive words for news sites, Dolpa is the right solution for you. Fortunately, you can see it in action with a live demo preview and witness the potential. While Dolpa works by default and has been very good, you can also put in
the following equipment and make it follow your signature style. Due to its versatility, you are welcome to use Dolpa for any type of blog or news site, whether niche or generic. Sure, the free version has limited features, but that doesn't necessarily mean that your final creation will be half-baked. In fact,
you'll amaze everyone with your new blog - but it's something you already know. Now come on, get Dolpa and start online with something new. More info / Download demoResponsive Responsive Topic offers an intuitive base with a seamless network system that spontaneously fits the framework of your
website to any mobile device to give you a great user experience. This theme includes 9 page templates, 11 widget areas, 6 template layouts, and 4 menu locations that you can use to organize the main theme structure. It also provides simple yet fantastic themed options for full CMS With easy logo
uploading, social media integration, amazing website manager tools and many more. The responder is also WooCommerce ready to help set up your own online store without much effort. Other great features of this amazing theme include Ready Multilingual (WPML), RTL-Language Support, Retina-
Ready, Search Engine Friendly, W3C Verified Markup and now translated into 45 languages. The commenter is by far the most popular topic of WordPress for free, with over 1 million downloads and counting. More info / Download DemoUnos Unos is neat, modern, minimal and convenient to take
advantage of the free WordPress theme for personal and business intentions. With Unos, you will have a small spirit creating a modern and sophisticated website that will help you realize your project idea quickly and softly. Unos tracks all the latest trends and regulations and comes with regular updates
to make sure your site stands the test of time. However, Unos is a mobile-retini-ready, search engine optimization, in harmony with web browsers and ready translation. You can choose between full-width and boxed layouts and take advantage of multiple icon and sidebar options, social buttons,
indicators, and fast loading. You can also expand Unos with an e-commerce section and start pushing different items online. Remember, when you grow to a certain volume, and you feel an upgrade is needed, you can always extend to a Pro version of Unos. More info / Download DemoRestaurant
ThemeHimple and elegant, the free WordPress theme for restaurants will succeed in attracting a lot of people to your page. Any content relating to the culinary arts will receive the royal treatment and be presented in the best possible way. This is a theme that goes great with sites promoting cafes,
European cuisine, cocktail bars, blogs and recipes, culinary schools, or anywhere else and an organization that deals with drinks or food. Easily navigate user options through the intuitive management panel. Edit each attribute to create a unique page. Regardless of the device used to view your content,
the free WordPress restaurant theme will work like a champion. Don't be afraid of the installation process, as some very informative instructions have been added. They'll explain everything you need to know, just read what's in the documentation folder. The theme also incorporates drop-down menu,
Google Maps, custom page templates, calendar, and some very impressive Google Web Fonts.It also includes plenty of widgets, and it's WPML ready. You can translate any line, which make it easier for users from all over the world to read posts. Enjoy Post's custom templates and drugs, giving you the
flexibility you need to create attractive content. There are over 80 shortcodes codes and typography for easy customization. The sliders move to look at, and they allow you to view your photos. The theme is SEO-ready, and there's a filterable portfolio option. More Info / Download Demo Photo And totally
responsive, this topic includes a modern look that is sure to impress all customers. It can have a wide range of applications, especially customized dating, photography, art, fashion, beauty, wedding and interior design sites. Your webpage will be very functional, and your visitors will enjoy fluid and
entertaining experience. After you install this theme, each Web site becomes an exemplary page that could have consumed tons of visitors. It's also compatible with the latest version of WordPress, and any option can be edited or modified. Don't allow you to take advantage of your post's custom formats
and templates, allowing for an even deeper level of personalization. This WordPress photo theme is fully approved by WPML, meaning that any text on your Page can be translated into other languages. Non-English speaking users can finally view your content without worrying about the language barrier.
There are over 80 shortcodes, and the installation process can only complete two simple steps. In terms of aesthetic customization, users can choose between multiple color options, and over 600 Google fonts. Custom typography is a welcome feature on any site, regardless of its niche. Connect beautiful
artwork together using the amazing sliders. Custom widgets have also been integrated, giving you the ability to share social media, or feature a work notes section. Theme customization is also available, ensuring that each option is just one click away. The theme responds fully, as it works on any device.
More Info / Download DemoSpaciousSpacious Free WordPress Theme is a versatile template that can be used for a blog, portfolio or business website. It offers enormous customization options, given its multiple page layouts provide maximum flexibility, as well as six different page templates and 13
widget areas. It also includes five custom widgets suitable for creating business sites. Its features, such as an indicator, wide, wide layout, fair skin and dark color, and the option to design a decent website for your business or portfolio. Finally, the theme works on exactly different mobile devices. More info
/ Download DemoVantageUse Vantage topic to your advantage! To date, Vantage is the most innovative free topic that can be exploited for various purposes. This modern theme features amazing features that can also be found on premium WordPress themes. It also has a page builder combination that
turns building a professional website into a piece of cake. Vantage also includes MetaSlider, an amazing free indicator plugin that allows you to effortlessly manage and thwart your sliders. You should make the best use of this feature to show your visitors what you have. Last but not least, Vantage
supports WooCommerce that could be shed you building an online store within your website. More Info / Download DemoHuman is WordPress Responsive A theme that comes with oodles of modern features. It's a rare opportunity to find a highly flexible, user-friendly theme that you can use at no cost. In
addition, its extensive design options and adjustable layout settings allow users to incorporate a personal touch into their website. Furthermore, Hulman adapts best in all screen sizes. This trendy magazine theme also supports 10 post formats, has unlimited widget areas, built-in social buttons and much
more! More info / Download DemoInterface If you want to build a simple business site and you want to incorporate the mint green design trend in a flat style, then select a WordPress theme interface. This theme comes with a responsive, retically ready layout. It is also compatible with both BuddyPress
and bbPress so you can set up a forum for your site without problems. With its built-in theme option, you can easily change the look of your website to suit your business needs. This theme also includes many different building blocks to customize your business site, such as a suggested home page
indicator, different layout options, diverse page templates, and many more. It also supports popular supplements like NavXT Breadcrumbs, WP-PageNavi and Contact Form 7. Without a doubt, interface is the ultimate free WordPress theme for your business website! More info / Download DemoRadiate is
a clean, creative blogs free responsive WordPress theme. This theme supports a fancy Paralex title image. It also incorporates a primary color option on the Customize Theme page that allows you to manage all links and icons on your site. Let your creativity and sophistication project by bragging about
stunning images in your WordPress gallery. Easily change the overall design of the theme with a custom CSS. Other features include custom background, main page featured section, widget area, etc. More info / Download DemoEvoLveEvoLve is an excellent and flexible topic one free wordpress page.
This is a free topic with amazing features that you can use to build an outstanding website. It also responds fully and works flawlessly on various modern devices. Furthermore, this theme gives you the option to activate the home page layout of one network or network to your Web site. It was also built
using Bootstrap with the latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards. Google fonts, parallax indicator and theme options are just some of the more important features you can take advantage of in building a unique website that really stands out. More info / Download Demo Himimingway presents a very neat and
responding two-column theme for bloggers. With its beautiful colors, readable typography and prominent images, you can create a unique blog or website. Also, this clean theme is compressed with cool features like responsive design, retically ready assets, full-width title image with parallax scrolling
effect, custom accent color, custom logo upload, custom widgets (video, Flickr and dribbling), page templates and code ready for translation. Plus, Hemingway. Excellent support for post format. More info / Download demo looking for the best WordPress theme? Get it now! Now!
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